
Help! I need ideas for my next good read! 

New Fiction 
 The truth about the Harry Quebert Affair by Joel Dicker. Marcus Goldman, a successful young novelist, visits 

Somerset to see his mentor, Harry Quebert, one of the country's most respected writers, and to find a cure for 

his writer's block as his publisher's deadline looms. But Marcus's plans are violently upended when Harry is 

suddenly and sensationally implicated in the cold-case murder of Nola Kellergan. 

 Fourth of July Creek by Smith Henderson.  After his estranged 13-year-old daughter disappears, social worker 

Pete Snow must face the fact he has spectacularly failed his own family as he is drawn into a massive manhunt 

when his client—a profoundly disturbed and paranoid survivalist—sparks the interest of the F.B.I. 

 The Three by Sarah Lotz.  When the four child survivors of unrelated plane crashes begin to exhibit increasingly 

disturbing behavior, the claim by a religious cult leader that they are the harbingers of the apocalypse is taken a 

bit more seriously. 

 We are called to rise by Laura McBride.  An immigrant youth struggling to assimilate, a middle-aged housewife 

with a troubled marriage, a Vegas social worker and a wounded soldier connect with each other and rescue 

themselves in the wake of an unthinkable incident. A first novel. 

 The Untold by Courtney Collins.  On the run from two bounty hunters in the Australian outback of 1921, Jessie 

reflects on her past as a circus rider, horse thief, cattle rustler and convict while determinedly struggling to 

reunite with her child. 

New Non-Fiction 
 Tibetan peach pie: a true account of an imaginative life by Tom Robbins. Inviting readers into his private world, 

an internationally best-selling author and American icon shares stories from his unconventional life, from his 

Appalachian childhood to his adventures around the world, that is as unlikely, magical and bizarre as those of his 

quixotic characters. 

 If I can’t have you: Susan Powell, her mysterious disappearance, and the murder of her children by Gregg 

Olsen and Rebecca Morris.  An award-winning journalist and bestselling author investigate one of the 21st 

century's most puzzling cases - the disappearance of Susan Powell, a pretty, blonde Utah mother who went 

missing in December of 2009, and the resulting murder of her two little boys by her husband three years later. 

 Proof the science of booze by Adam Rogers.  A spirited, history-rich narrative on the art and science of alcohol 

discusses everything from fermentation and distillation to traditions and the effects of alcohol on the body and 

brain. 

 Stuff matters: exploring the marvelous materials that shape our man-made world by Mark Miodownik.  A 

world-leading materials scientist presents an engrossing collection of stories that explain the science and history 

of materials, from the plastic in our appliances to the elastic in our underpants, revealing the miracles of 

engineering that seep into our everyday lives. 

 Sally Ride: America’s first woman in space by Lynn Sherr.  A definitive portrait of the history-making first 

American woman astronaut includes coverage of her service aboard the panel that investigated the shuttle 

disasters, her co-founding of a science-education organization for girls and her guarded personal life. 
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